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Abstract: Legal, technical and scientific standardization is presented as complementary approach to the

CoE and EU legal initiatives to improve cross-border exchange of digital evidence. Policy-
making for digital evidence is considered as a network of standards between different stake-
holders (forensics specialists, law enforcement and service providers), which can be equally
sound in law-making, court proceedings and forensic science, because it would provide a basis
to guide or interpret legal fact-finding, but it would also have the flexibility to adjust to specific
jurisdictions, other legal domains, and technologies in an agile manner.

1. Introduction
Digital devices in relation to criminal investigation can provide valuable evidence, but likewise pose a risk to
the integrity of such evidence where data could be tampered with, altered or manipulated, while inexperience
and ignorance of standard guidelines may result in data loss. This, and the divergent legal frameworks on
handling digital evidence, pose a challenge to its admissibility and weight in court. To address the issue, both
legal and forensic standards within each step of the evidence life cycle need to provide quality assurance, while
requiring a holistic international approach of the framework governing criminal investigations. According to a
United Nations’ report, a «number of countries recommended that international standards should be developed
on law enforcement investigations concerning extraterritorial data, including with a view to clarifying the
relationship of such investigations with national sovereignty principles.»1 Therefore, it is important to examine
the benefits and drawbacks of such standardization process.

2. Understanding of key terms
2.1. Digital evidence
Because digital evidence is not bound to territory and is always an abstraction of the computer intermediary2,
there are multiple specifics in its nature, types, life cycle and chain of custody. That is why it may be preferable
to see it as a process – its probative value may depend not only on the evidence itself, but also on the associated
metadata (say time and date stamps), the computer system’s integrity and security (as source of the evidence),
the consistency of the Digital Forensics (DF) methods (scientific evidence) and the preservation time (storage,
technical obsolescence). Twenty years ago, the first model law initiatives3for international regulation of evi-
dence were focused on adapting rules for «traditional» physical evidence to electronic evidence, but possibly

1 UNODC, Comprehensive Study on Cybercrime, Draft, February 2013.
2 C, E, Digital Evidence and Computer Crime, Third Edition, Elsevier, 2011, pp. 25: Only certain results of the activity

such as the e-mail message and server logs remain to give us a partial view of what occurred. Furthermore, using a forensic tool to
recover a deleted file from storage media involves several layers of abstraction; M, S, Electronic evidence, 3rd edition,
Lexis Nexis, 2012, pp. 30.

3 HIPCAR, Electronic Evidence: Model Policy Guidelines & Legislative Texts, ITU, 2013.
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with incomplete understanding of key concepts. Compared to more recent initiatives4,it is notable, that the
growing amount of digital evidence in criminal proceedings and evidence from foreign jurisdiction, shifted
the focus to the specifics electronic data, requirements for admissibility, integrity through the whole chain of
custody and evidence exchange models. In addition, jurisdictions are facing some similar issues in regards to
digital data, which opens a dialog for a global standard governing digital evidence. Mason discusses possi-
ble models for a Convention based on private initiatives or non-binding initiatives by way of regional fora or
international agencies5. The objective in this paper is to better understand possible implications of standard-
ization, without proposing a legal model, but searching interlinks or gaps of law and forensics emergence in
the evidence domain.

2.2. Digital forensics and quality assurance
Digital forensics6 is the bridging discipline, which aligns technical capabilities with legal requirements in
order to turn data into evidence. While the need of a standard scientific framework is widely recognized
among digital forensic experts7, its implementation in the legal and law-making process is still underdeveloped.
Moreover, the cooperation between police authorities and American internet service providers (ISPs) is on a
voluntary basis and there are no specific legal requirements on what kind of data (i.e. subscription, transaction
or content data), time limits and in which format will be provided8. In addition, judges understanding of the
digital forensic methods and their quality is of great importance9 in order to avoid either blindly accepting the
digital forensic results, or on the contrary, disregard or lower the digital evidence’s value.10 The validation
of the evidence, largely depends on the skill and knowledge of the investigators. However, judges or lawyers
must evaluate their findings of how the evidence supports the truth. Conceivably, in the evidence domain
purely legal approach will be insufficient, since legal, technical and scientific principles must complement and
also constrain each other.
Back in 2011, the Council of the EU established the European forensic science area (EFSA) and European
Network of Forensic Science Institutes (ENFSI), and pointed to the lack of «any [internationally] recognised
quality standards» for digital forensic processes and systems, and the lack of transparency11 as amajor problem.
The potential of developing new standardization or mapping the existing one to the digital evidence specifics –

4 M, S, Draft Convention on Electronic Evidence, Digital Evidence and Electronic Signature Law Review, 13, 2016; and
T C, Draft Model Law on Electronic Evidence, 2017.

5 M, S, Towards a global law of electronic evidence? An exploratory essay, Amicus Curiae The Journal of the Society
for Advanced Legal Studies, Issue 103, 2015.

6 See DFRWS, 2001 definition: the use of scientifically derived and proven methods towards the preservation, collection, valida-
tion, identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for
the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorised ac-
tions shown to be disruptive to planned operations. Or EP, D2.1 – Semantic Structure Report, 2016, pp. 85: Digital
forensics is the application of forensic science to Electronic Evidence in a legal environment.

7 See B, N/C, J, A Hierarchical, Objectives-Based Framework for the Digital Investigations Process, Digital In-
vestigation 2(2), pp. 146–166, Elsevier, 2005; C, F/L, J/P, C, The State of the Science of Digital
Evidence Examination, Advances in Digital Forensics VII, IFIP Advances in Information and Communication Technology, vol 361,
Springer, 2011; NIST, Computer forensic standards at: https://www.nist.gov/itl/ssd/computer-forensics; C, B/S,
E, An Event-Based Digital Forensic Investigation Framework, The Digital Forensic Research Conference, DFRWS USA,
2004.

8 C  E U, Note 9543/17, Technical document: Measures to improve cross-border access to electronic evi-
dence for criminal investigations following the adoption of the Council Conclusions on Improving Criminal Justice in Cyberspace,
Brussels, 22 May 2017.

9 K, G, Judges’ Awareness, Understanding, and Application of Digital Evidence, Doctoral dissertation, Nova Southeastern
University, NSUWorks, Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences.

10 https://www.natlawreview.com/article/court-finds-google-earth-images-to-be-admissible-evidence; and B, T, Remote
Sensing and Geospatial Data Used as Evidence: A Survey of Caselaw, 2002 at: http://www.crowsey.com/pdf/caseLawSurvey.pdf.

11 EC, Conclusions on the vision for European Forensic Science 2020, Brussels, 2011. Emphasises by the author.

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/court-finds-google-earth-images-to-be-admissible-evidence
http://www.crowsey.com/pdf/caseLawSurvey.pdf
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not only scientifically or technically but also legally, in order to improve these processes, requires examination
from a theoretical and practical point of view.

2.3. Standards as legal requirement
For this purpose, standards are understood as quality policies linking forensic science and evidence-related
laws in approach to international harmonization, since such standards could establish sets of solutions and
models to potentially matching problems. Or in the words of the European Council «minimum forensic science
standards»must be complemented with a «common approach to implementation of these standards that fosters
closer cooperation between them and the criminal justice systems»12. A standardization process within the
evidence domain, its benefits and drawbacks, are outlined in a legal, forensic (scientific) and technical context.

2.3.1. Theoretical background
2.3.2. Potential drawbacks of a standardization process
When considering multiple types of evidence, the volume of data and fast changes in technologies with rele-
vant effects on practitioners (i.e. digital forensic experts) – extended standardization may lead to information
loss. Some insights regarding the negative impact of over-standardisation could be derived by analogy for
certain aspects of cloud-computing13 and the related proliferation of standards. Distorted import of interna-
tional standards may have negative impact on national criminal laws as examined in relation to international
criminal procedures14. In addition, the studies on the use of comparative reasoning in court as a way to align
procedures and create global common standards for criminal adjudication vary strongly –conclusions, that
judges are insusceptible to external influences15 contradict to arguments that foreign and international law is
an effective instrument for empowering the domestic democratic processes16. Other limitations are related
to the fact, that «formal consensus in standardization is often very slow».17 Moreover, insufficient oversight
and auditing may result in inconsistency and redundancy. The issue with proliferation of standards might be
addressed with policies for standardization development, quality testing of quality procedures and method-
ology to avoid duplication or contradiction in existing standards. However, every standardization process
must rely on or with time emerge in mandatory legislation, which encourages policies and best practices for
cooperation in evidence exchange while sufficiently insuring sovereignty of all countries, enforcement and
judicial supervision. In achieving this, a precondition will be «standards that are not prescriptive with respect
to methodology, but recognise existing accepted practice and form an achievable, cohesive and consolidated
quality and risk management benchmark for laboratory managers and accrediting bodies»18.
Some argue, that there is no possibility to map minimum standards for evidence, since «evidence» is a legal
construct, not a «real thing» and depends on courts (legal doctrine) understanding of it and on mutual trust».19

12 Ibid.
13 W, I/G, N, It’s a jungle out there?: Cloud computing, standards and the law, in European Journal of Law and

Technology, Vol. 5, No 2, 2014.
14 E, B, The Defendant in International Criminal Proceedings: Between Law and Historiography, Hart Publishing UK,

2012.
15 B, M, Comparative Reasoning in European Supreme Courts: An Introduction, Oxford University Press, 2013.
16 B, E, Reclaiming Democracy: The Strategic Uses of Foreign and International Law by National Courts, American

Journal of International Law, Vol. 102 (2), 2008, pp. 241–274.
17 F, J, Choosing the Rules for Formal Standardization, University of California, Berkeley, 1996, pp. 4: «Cargill

(1989, page 114) reports that reaching a standard takes an ‹average of four years to complete; much more, if [it is] controversial›.
Kolodziej (1988) estimates four to five years as an average. In 1981 the chairman of the IEEE Standards Board cited seven years
as an average delay for an IEEE standard (Lee, 1981)».

18 ANZPAA NIFS, Deconvoluting Forensic Standards a Review – External Release – May 2016, para 72 and 73.
19 G, S, Free movement of evidence in Europe, Eclan/COLEX, 2006, pp. 121–131.
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2.3.3. Potential benefits of a standardization process
On the contrary, in a cross disciplinary hypothesis digital evidence is not a purely legal construct, but interlinks
the forensic science (DF specific solutions, methods and tools), technology (platforms and system to facilitate
the chain of custody) and law (legal requirements for criminal evidence). The extraterritorial and crossdisci-
plinarity nature of digital evidence needs a specific approach, which can overcome jurisdiction obstacles while
respect legal tradition, to increase the general admissibility of digital data as evidence.
Moreover, this regulative impact must be achieved in an emerging environment within the young discipline
of digital forensics. A and S, who build upon K’ work, argue that soft law realm
opens when «legal arrangements are weakened along one or more of the dimensions of obligation, precision,
and delegation», and in international context «facilitates compromise between weak and powerful states»,
considering that «nonstate actors […] press for different forms of legalization»20. Considering the power
nonstate actors like ISPs have over data, even with legal framework on evidence, there will be still the need
of synchronizing their cooperation with state authorities. Particularly, in new legal environments, standards,
unlike hard law, can «deal with uncertainty, especially when it initiates processes that allow actors to learn
about the impact of agreements over time».
Consequently, standards are more flexible than legal rules, because they are based on multi-stakeholder con-
sensus and can act globally. They contain best practices and policies, which can be used as supplements or
substitutes to legal rules, have an important ex ante function, while criminal laws generally act ex post and
could pave the way for more comprehensive, legislative initiatives. In addition, standards have a distinct en-
forcement impact through auditing and certification and indirect impact on the process of implementing legal
rules in/to future technology. Moreover, standardized processes in the chain of custody will ensure more trust
among LEAs and judicial authorities from different countries, when exchanging evidence cross jurisdictions
and cooperation, instead of competing investigations in trans-border crime.
In this sense, any practical solution must meet certain scientific, legal and technical standards, which should
be soundly interlinked and internationally valid. Controversially, firstly large effort is put into scientific and
technical solutions, while judicial cooperation and understanding as to how digital evidence support the truth
and how to be challenged on solid grounds in court is insufficient. Secondly, the loose interlinking of the three
factors is at the expense of its admissibility and probative value.

3. Legal standardization impact on forensics and evidence
Developing minimum standards for digital evidence and systems to facilitate their secure exchange was laid
down in the Stockholm Programme back in 200921. Earlier this year, EUROPOL identified as a pressing open
issue the «establishment of a consolidated cooperation framework for the collection and exchange of evidence
[…which] should include relevant national and international stakeholders such as private industry, and to the
extent possible follow a standardised approach»22.
Two recent legal initiatives, the European Commission‘s communication on EU level23 and the proposition for
second additional protocol to the Budapest convention on CoE level24, based on the Recommendations of the

20 A, K W./S, D, Hard and Soft Law in International Governance. International Organization, Vol. 54, 2000,
pp. 421.

21 EU C, Action Plan Implementing the Stockholm Programme, COM(2010) 171 final, Brussels, 2010.
22 E/E, Common challenges in combating cybercrime, 7021/17, Brussels, 13 March 2017, pp. 14.
23 C  E U, Technical document: Measures to improve cross-border access to electronic evidence for criminal

investigations following the adoption of the Council Conclusions on Improving Criminal Justice in Cyberspace, 9554/17, Brussels,
22 May 2017.

24 C C C (T-CY), Terms of Reference for the Preparation of a Draft 2nd Additional Protocol to the
Budapest Convention on Cybercrime, T-CY (2017)3, Strasbourg, 9 June 2017.

http://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/sites/antitrafficking/files/com_2010_171_action_plan_implementing_stockholm_programme_en_1.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-7021-2017-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9554-2017-INIT/en/pdf
https://rm.coe.int/-draft-terms-of-reference-for-the-preparation-of-a-draft-2nd-additiona/168071b794
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Cloud evidence group25, are dedicated to enable and improve the cross-border exchange of digital evidence.
Proposed are three evidences exchange models: 1. improving of mutual legal assistance regime, 2. direct
cooperation with ISPs through production orders/ requests and 3. direct access from seized computers, or
remotely from investigators’ machines.
Notably, these initiatives focus on some purely legal shortcomings in the evidence process – like defining types
of digital evidence, and of safeguards and rules to be followed in the different regimes, as well as tackling the
«loss of location» issue by addressing the legal fragmentation and the conflicts of law, or enabling searches for
evidence the location of which is unknown or volatile. A significant effect on forensic cooperation between
LEAs from different MS will have the definition of «connecting factors», which is based on the type of data
and regulates potential effects of online investigation measure on another country’s territory.
Along with the addressed legal challenges, a strong call for practical solutions and standardized approaches is
mapped. Particularly, efforts are focused in two directions: firstly, the legislative standardization – aligning
the forms of requests, accelerating procedures, improving safeguards, authentication and enforcement mech-
anisms. Secondly, technical facilitation of evidence exchange by developing new platforms and connect-
ing/improving existing ones. Based on the legal documents, further some practical implications are discussed,
bearing in mind that for now these are only propositions for legislation.
Considered are improved and faster mutual legal assistance (MLA) mechanisms to provide legal ground for
remote and cloud forensics. Further measure is the facilitation of evidence exchange platform with robust
security. Legal standards for ISPs forensic readiness complemented by standard channels and procedures for
data exchange with LEAs, will also reduce the different approaches to evidence among private companies
offering the same services. Another proposition for effective case management and workflow are dedicated
SPOCs26 (single point of contacts for cross-border law enforcement information exchange) and entry points
on the ISPs side. However, most countries have SPOCs in compliance with Art. 35 Budapest convention
requirement for 24/7 network. In addition, new regulation27 require eu-LISA to develop a central monitor-
ing capacity for data quality of large databases (e.g. SIS II, VIS, EURODAC, ESS28) and development of
anonymised data warehouse with LEAs access to it on the principle hit-no-hit identification. The new ENISA
regulation29 provides for establishing a harmonised framework for security certification of IT products and
service, and underlines the importance of consistency with certification mechanisms for data protection seals
and marks for the purpose of demonstrating compliance with GDPR30. The non-exhaustive examples prove
ongoing standardization approach with direct impact on digital evidence process.
Moreover, cross border exchange of evidence based on the European investigation order31, which entered into
force this year, challenges MS to find suitable solutions to approximate their laws and policies32. Particularly,

25 C E G, Final report – Criminal justice access to electronic evidence in the cloud, T-CY (2016)7, 17 February
2016.

26 P, Roadmap to enhance information exchange and information management including interoperability solutions in the
Justice and Home Affairs area, 14750/17, Brussels 11 May 2017.

27 EU C, Proposal for a Regulation on the European Agency for the operational management of large-scale IT systems
in the area of freedom, security and justice, and amending Regulation (EC) 1987/2006 and Council Decision 2007/533/JHA and
repealing Regulation (EU) 1077/2011 Brussels, COM (2017)352 final, p. 7.

28 EU databases under eu-LISA control to which LEAs will also have access: second generation Schengen Information System (SIS
II); Visa Information System (VIS); European Asylum Dactyloscopy Database; Entry-Exit System (EES).

29 EU C, Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on ENISA, the «EU Cybersecurity
Agency», and repealing Regulation (EU) 526/2013, and on Information and Communication Technology cybersecurity certifica-
tion («Cybersecurity Act»), COM (2017)477 final, Brussels, 2017.

30 Ibid., ENISA Regulation, at «Consistency with other Union policies».
31 Directive 2014/41/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3 April 2014 regarding the European Investigation Order in

criminal matters.
32 E.g. EIO Directive, Rec. 24, Art. 9 and Art. 14.

https://rm.coe.int/16805a53c8
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-14750-2017-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2017/EN/COM-2017-352-F1-EN-MAIN-PART-1.PDF
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2017/EN/COM-2017-477-F1-EN-MAIN-PART-1.PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32014L0041&from=EN
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standardization could be applied in regards to resolving issues in combining lex loci and lex fori to provide
maximum flexibility for evidence exchange, time limits compliance and prioritisation of cases, criteria for re-
fusal, practical measures for evidence gathering in real time. A comprehensive study on international evidence
exchange concludes that certification can «indicate that the taking of the investigative measure is possible in a
similar national case»33. These legal standardization efforts have dualistic impact – they will change admin-
istration and facilitation of digital evidence and forensics, but at the same time provide a chance for forensic
specialist to map insights in international dialog for evidence exchange. For example, time limits and prior-
itization of cases could compliment efforts in law enforcement laboratories for case management, resource
allocation and efficiency within organization as well as international cooperation. However, the ongoing ini-
tiatives are focused on effectiveness and more security in the evidence process, but give no answers how the
legislator will achieve its goal for stronger cooperation between digital forensic specialists and criminal justice
systems34.

4. Scientific standardization process
Scientific standardization processes in digital forensics were acknowledged 10 years ago35, and nowadays the
forensic science principles36 and methodology are applied to digital forensics in order to develop this new
branch and ensure research and education corpora37. This impacts the efforts for creating a comprehensive
international legal Framework for evidence at least in three important aspects. Firstly, digital forensic corpora
with methodologies for tool verification, reproducibility of results and accuracy improve mutual legal assis-
tance, admissibility and standardised probative value, but raise questions about the balance between practical
and efficient technical solutions on one hand and human rights and civil liberties on the other. Secondly, the
scientific approach of the pre-trial investigation gains more importance, while court proceedings are formal
and inefficient, which reflects on the issue that experts are dominating the dispute resolution in court. Finally,
the scientific standardization of digital forensics can ensure predictability and certainty in the analysis, but also
to provide exact knowledge where a regulatory approach is needed.
C argued that «scientific consensus in the area of digital forensic evidence examination is lacking in
the broad sense, but that different groups within that overall community may have limited consensus around
areas in which they have special expertise.»38 In terms of the legal developments in cross-border exchange
of evidence, the mutual recognition principle in EU introduced with the EIO and the international movement
towards system interoperability «the community needs to adopt standardized, modular approaches for data
representation and forensic processing»39 to move forward.
The legal initiatives for evidence cross-border exchange show that the scientific standardization will no longer
be left at the discretion of forensic specialists, but will be enshrined in a larger and global legal standard-
ization process. This follows from the EU Commission statement when referring to collection of evidence

33 V, G./D B, W./V D, Y., EU cross-border gathering and use of evidence in criminal matters. Towards mu-
tual recognition of investigative measures and free movement of evidence?, IRCP, vol. 37, Maklu, 2010.

34 See fn. 13.
35 G, S/F, P/R, V/D, G, Bringing Science to Digital Forensics with Standardized

Forensic Corpora, DFRWS USA, Montreal, Canada, 2009.
36 C, E, Digital Evidence and Computer Crime, Third Edition, Elsevier, 2011, pp. 14: «Forensic Science provides a large

body of proven investigative techniques and methods for achieving the ends that are referenced extensively in this text. By forensic
we mean a characteristic of evidence that satisfies its suitability for admission as fact and its ability to persuade based upon proof
(or high statistical confidence).»

37 Y, Y/G, L/S, M/W, C, Data Corpora for Digital Forensics Education and
Research, 10th IFIP International Conference on Digital Forensics (DF), Vienna, Austria, 2014.

38 C, F, Column: Putting the Science in Digital Forensics, Journal of Digital Forensics, Security and Law: Vol. 6(1), Art. 1,
2011.

39 G, S, Digital Forensics Research: The Next 10 Years, Digital Investigation 7, Elsevier, 2010.
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in cross-border cases, that there is a need of «minimum principles to facilitate the mutual admissibility of
evidence between Member States, including scientific evidence.»40. In US the Daubert’s principle41 is also
questioned for its practical use in the absence of «standard […] established and certified by the justice system»
on the possible legal evaluation and challenging of forensic findings in court42. In UK the criticism on the
presumption of reliability of computer systems, expose missing standards on quality, reliability and integrity
of evidence, covered by incomplete understanding and application of the presumption43. In civil law systems
either the same presumption exists44 or specific rules on how in practice the probative value of digital evidence
is evaluated are lacking45. However, the following comparison of legal and forensic analysis on reliability and
authenticity of evidence, shows that all jurisdictions face some similar issues.

4.1. Legal questions in scientific standardization
Scientific evidence always has a degree of uncertainty46, caused by either potential human error or data cor-
ruption. C, while examining the possible errors in digital evidence, concludes that «we should evaluate
computer-generated records based on the reliability of the system and process that generated the records» and
refers to S, who suggests that digital evidence must not be presented in court as expert testimony, but
«admissibility should be determined on the basis of the reliability and accuracy of the process involved»47.
Further T argues to be handled as hearsay48. However, in court often computer system integrity is not
even questioned49 or challenged on «slender grounds»50, or courts from both common and civil law systems
relay on presumption of «reliability» of computer systems51.
In US, the Daubert’s rule for expert scientific testimony requires validation of the method, error rate, scientific
acknowledgment and independence, which is broadly recognized in academia and among practitioners from
both the legal and the digital forensics domain. NIST contributed to standardization of the process for Com-
puter Forensics Tool Testing (CFTT)52, which consist of a specific methodology to demonstrate the reliability
of forensic results, to identify potential errors, and at the same time to support admissibility of evidence. How-
ever, a new issue emerged, when the need for sharing tool testing results and for cross-verifying them could not
be fulfilled, since different labs used different formats for the reports. Alignment of the practices in standard
reports allow this to be overcome53. Also in relation to data protection requirements, «data controllers holding

40 EU C, Green paper on obtaining evidence in criminal matters from one Member State to another and securing its admis-
sibility, COM(2009) 624 final, Brussels, 11 November 2009.

41 Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993).
42 M, C, Computer Evidence v. Daubert: The Coming Conflict, TECH 581G Semester Research Paper in Com-

puter Forensics, 2004.
43 M, S, Electronic Evidence, 4th edition, Institute of Advanced Legal Studies for the SAS Humanities Digital Library,

School of Advanced Study, University of London, 2017, Chapter 6, 6.210 and 6.219.
44 E P, D3.1 – Overview of Existing Legal Framework in the EU Member States, pp. 19 – regarding Romania, Portu-

gal, Spain.
45 M, S, The use of electronic evidence in civil and administrative proceedings and its effect on the rules of evidence and

modes of proof, CDCJ(2015)14 final, Table 3, on pp. 20–27.
46 C, E, Digital Evidence and Computer Crime, Third Edition, Elsevier, 2011, para 3.3.1 on pp. 70.
47 C, E, Error, Uncertainty, and Loss in Digital Evidence, International Journal of Digital Evidence, 2010.
48 T, S, Testable reliability: A modernized approach to ESI admissibility, Ave Maria Law Review, 2014.
49 T, M./H, J./G, D./H, R., «Digital evidence in cloud computing systems, Elsevier, 2010: «In the case of

R. v. Spiby [1991] (CLR, 1991) it was held that if an instrument (in this case a computer) was of a kind as to which it was common
knowledge that they were more often than not in working order, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the courts will presume
that a mechanical instrument is in working order at the material time.»

50 Ibid., M (2017) at 6.193.
51 Ibid., notes 44 and 45 – same pages.
52 https://www.cftt.nist.gov/disk_imaging.htm.
53 https://www.dfrws.org/sites/default/files/session-files/pres-federated_testing_shared_test_materials_from_the_cftt _pro-

gram_at_nist.pdf.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2009:0624:FIN:EN:PDF
https://www.cftt.nist.gov/disk_imaging.htm
https://www.dfrws.org/sites/default/files/session-files/pres-federated_testing_shared_test_materials_from_the_cftt%20_program_at_nist.pdf
https://www.dfrws.org/sites/default/files/session-files/pres-federated_testing_shared_test_materials_from_the_cftt%20_program_at_nist.pdf
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information in a non-standard format to convert it into a standard one» was proposed as a solution for ensur-
ing data subject rights54. It seems that legal requirements for evidence foster more scientific standardization,
without however, considering if this will positively impact the traditional trial. More importantly, truth and
accurate evidence is only one part of the judicial evaluation of a case, but other aspects like civil liberties, hu-
man rights (right to access to justice, right to fair trial, data protection) remain remote to the evidence process.
Notably, scientific standardization can improve a lot the evidence chain of custody, but per se is insufficient,
if not practically implementing also legal requirements.
Another example can illustrate the exponential complexity of scientific digital evidence, which call for more
scientific knowledge by legal practitioners and forensic experts. Likelihood ratio (LR) gains importance when
DF specialists present their findings in court, since there is a practical need of quantitative methods for pre-
senting digital evidence analysis and related levels of certainty. In addition, knowing possible error rates in
the methods of software, judges can estimate to what extend the scientific evidence is trustworthy. However,
L and I «find this likelihood ratio paradigm to be unsupported by arguments of Bayesian decision
theory, which applies only to personal decision making and not to the transfer of information from an expert
to a separate decision maker» (judge), because «computing an LR is generally not free from prior probability
assignment at the level of specific scenarios»55. Others, refer to the danger of machine bias, discrimination al-
gorithms and the lack of policy, endangering the very basis of society56 – an issue well-known also in the data
protection domain when it comes to automated decision-making. ENFSI in its action plan relates to «creating
standards for interpretation of scientific evidence»57. Initiatives to promote reliability in the submission and
handling of expert evidence, resulted in a Guide in statistical evidence for legal professionals58.

4.2. Reliability and authenticity standard
Often both legal and forensic evaluation of the digital evidence depend on cross-verification of the accuracy of
forensic results, tool testing, reproducing the results by other DF specialists and with other methods. However,
the criteria and approach how to do this vary and depend on theway an evidencewill be challenged in court, if at
all challenged. M refers to R and A’ two hypotheses59 – either the computer system or software
was not functioning properly and created evidence, that does not support the truth or although the system was
functioning properly at the given time, the evidence record was tampered, altered or manipulated by third
person, which can include also contamination by the forensic examiner. Cross-verification and reproducibility
of forensic results is also particularly important for the defence.
One approach is the access to the software source code, in order judges and forensic specialist to evaluate
possible errors or modifications. Therefore, M calls for disclosure and discovery of source code under
confidentiality agreements60, but finds negative unwillingness of judges and lawyers to request cross-testing
of system audits and critical updates61. A federal judge recently unsealed the source code for a software pro-

54 I C’ O:, Initial analysis of the European Commission’s proposals for a revised data protection
legislative framework, 27 February 2012, pp. 14.

55 L, S/I, H, Likelihood Ratio as Weight of Forensic Evidence: A Closer Look, Vol. 122, Art. 27, Journal of Re-
search NIST, 2017.

56 C O’N, Weapons of math destruction: how big data increases inequality and threatens democracy, New York: Crown Pub-
lishers, 2016, https://www.technologyreview.com/s/607955/inspecting-algorithms-for-bias/; C, R, Artificial Intelligence
policy: A roadmap – draft, https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing.

57 ENFSI, Action plan 2016–2017: http://enfsi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/7.0-ENFSI-Action-Plan-2016-2017.pdf.
58 R S S/T I  C C  A, Statistics and probability for advocates: Understanding

the use of statistical evidence in courts and tribunals, 2017.
59 Ibid., M (2017), 6.194.
60 Ibid.
61 Ibid., 6.196, 6.222, 6.225, 6.229.
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gram developed by New York City’s crime lab, exposing to public scrutiny a disputed technique for analysing
complex DNA evidence62. In this respect standards for open source software increase the verifiability.
While bothMason and Casey agree on the danger of applying presumption of reliability to computer systems,
considering the numerous existing hardware and software errors, Casey argues that «it is more effective to
focus on the evidence itself rather than the reliability of the process that created it» as well as searching for
«further corroborating information» from other sources63. He also discusses the importance of peer review of
the forensic results by other DF specialist and with different methodologies and refers to Sommer on prehearing
of experts, when there are disagreements on the results. However, the challenges outlined by both authors, as
legal and digital forensics ones are related to what constitutes an adequate test for different types of digital data,
which are the right mechanisms to determine error rates, how to incorporate probative value, quality, integrity
and reliability in the evidence itself and how adequate interpretation and challenging of forensic findings are64.
According to these results, global standardization of evidence is narrowly understood as setting this type of
data under specific regime in order to improve the quality of its assessment, which consequently may open the
dialog for some harmonization of legal systems and comparative reasoning by lawyers and judges.

5. Data protection and forensics
W reminds that «although European data protection laws apply only to personal data, their practical
impact may be broader […] because it may be difficult to delineate personal data (for example where they are
co-mingled with non-personal data or where they are encrypted).» Here, we examine two issues in the data
protection regime, which are considered the most challenging for compliance in digital forensics, but with
a very significant impact on the admissibility of digital evidence: namely, the vague regulation of external
digital forensic services in data protection law and the gaps by estimating the intrusiveness of the investigation
measure. In both cases, a standardization approach may provide practical solutions.
S argues that in an investigation context the «recognised, distinction between (a) subscriber data,
(b) traffic data and (c) content data, does not match data privacy law’s distinction between (a) non-personal
data, (b) personal data and (c) sensitive personal data»65. The Commission recently replied, «Subscriber infor-
mation, traffic data, metadata, and content data are personal data, and are thus covered by the safeguards under
the EU data protection acquis»66. Nonetheless, the CoE cloud evidence group reports that in the majority of
criminal cases (60%) only traffic and subscriber information need to be collected, which is a lesser interference
with data subject rights67.
The Directive 2016/680/EU68 has a wider scope and includes any processing of personal data, nationally or in-
ternationally. It introduces sector specific rules – distinguishes different data subject categories69 and requires
separation of hard (based on facts) and soft (based on assumption) data and independent oversight as well
(Art. 6 and Art. 7). In addition, the separation of certain categories of personal data under different protection

62 https://www.propublica.org/article/federal-judge-unseals-new-york-crime-labs-software-for-analyzing-dna-evidence?lipi=urn
%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base_recent_activity_details_all%3BWC4JYmrUQJWXLT%2FzNHXOYA
%3D%3D.

63 I., C (2011), pp. 62 and 69.
64 I., C (2011), p. 74; M (2017), 6.84.
65 S, D, Preliminary Report: Law Enforcement Cross-Border Access to Data, 2016.
66 I., Note 9554/17, pp. 46.
67 https://rm.coe.int/16806bdafd.
68 Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with

regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or
prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Coun-
cil Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA.

69 Four categories of data subjects (suspects, criminals, victims and third parties) according to its relation to the crime proceedings and
must be treated under different regimes by the police authorities.
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regimes is established in Convention 108 and in R (87) 15 as well70. In compliance with Convention 108 most
police and law enforcement authorities have already developed data protection regimes; so – depending on the
congruence with legacy systems – it may be challenging to harmonize and adapt the existing police systems to
the new requirements. Moreover, external digital forensic services, which only assist with forensic analysis to
the investigation, must also apply such data protection rules. Sadly, it is not clear in the Directive which rules
apply for cases in which personal data is being transferred to private parties for law enforcement purposes
in and outside EU, or when police authorities are using data for a law enforcement purpose, but incompat-
ible with the one for its prior collection (Rec. (11) and Art. 9). However, both are of importance in terms
of cross-border exchange of evidence. For both LEAs and digital forensic services, it is important to under-
stand under which conditions data must be communicated to data subjects with respect to data subject’s rights,
fair trial and defendant’s rights. The intrusiveness of a certain law enforcement measure is evaluated by data
protection principles (Art. 8 (2) ECHR and ECrtHR standard test71), namely it must be first provided for by
law, second serve a legitimate aim and thirdly be necessary and proportionate in a democratic society. CJEU
in the S case provides also a method to apply the necessity and proportionality test72. In the latest
communication the Commission points out, that the necessity and proportionality test depend on the type and
volume of evidence, the type of investigation measure, its intrusiveness and safeguards to human rights73. It
is not realistic, though, to assume that forensic experts can limit their collection methods only to relevant data
from the beginning, or that all experts, which are often not lawyers, can successfully conduct a complex legal
test. A clear standard may serve as an objective criteria in this assessment and thereby ensuring predictability
and safeguards earlier on the pre-trial phase. In addition, the principle is set under pressure by the examined
above EU data bases (SIS II, VIS, EURODAC, ESS)74, which are created for other purpose but will be used
also for law enforcement activities, which is direct violation. Further, the UN report concluded that «National
legal obligations and private sector data retention and disclosure polices vary widely by country, industry and
type of data». The need of data retention for investigation purposes is well recognized by law enforcement au-
thorities, but its controversial nature is rooted in the apparent inability of the legislator to guarantee sufficient
and appropriate standards for data protection and evidence collection, which also received emphasis by CJEU
when invalidating the Data Retention Directive.75.

6. Conclusions
The paper examines the emergence of legal, scientific and technical standards in the digital evidence domain
and its impact as quality assurance in law-making, court proceedings and digital forensics. New regulation
on evidence exchange in Europe, improving MLA regimes and EIO implementation will greatly depend on
the ongoing standardization initiatives for better facilitation and security in the evidence chain of custody and
their national implementation. As main standardization topics are outlined legal evaluation of digital evidence,
adequate tests for verifiability of forensic processes, integrity, reliability and storage of digital evidence, as
well as data protection. Both legal and forensic systems require some basic agreements on terminology, inter-
operable formats, tools and procedures, which also has to facilitate the communication of evidential material
with ISPs. In addition, this process will be indirectly influenced by the standards chosen in EU for facilitating
exchange through e-Codex and the EU databases.

70 Convention 108 – Art. 6 and Art. 12 (3) (a); R (87) 15 in Principles 3 and 7.
71 K, D, The standard approach under Article 8 – 11 ECHR and Article 2 ECHR.
72 Schwarz v. Stadt Bochum, ECJ, C-291/12, Judgment of the Court of 17 October 2013, para 34.
73 Ibid., 9554/17 tech doc, part V.C., pp. 46.
74 See note 30. eu-LISA must develop anonymization schema for purpose limitation compliance, but the efficiency of the quality

measures is yet to be evaluated.
75 Digital Rights Ireland and Seitlinger and Others ,Judgment of the Court from 8 April 2014 in Joined Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12,

ECLI:EU:C:2014:238.
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